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Pop-up Ball Lift Tables Surfaces
Available for scissor lifts and carts
Pop-up ball transfers raise to move and position the item on the
lift with minimal effort. The balls retract to solidly and firmly
locate the item while scissor table is lifting, tilting and while the
item is worked on. They are ideal for use on mobile tables to
firmly locate items while lifts are 
moving.

Ergonomic Transfer Units

Pop-up Ball Transfer Surfaces
Ergonomic work surfaces to fit virtually any application or work
bench
At the flick of a switch, the pop-up ball transfers raise above the
surface to easily move items onto and off the work surface, while
at same time allowing the item to be oriented/positioned.
Flip the switch again and the pop-up ball transfers retract so the
item is solidly and firmly located on the work surface so the task
required can be performed on the item without allowing it to
move around.

Pop-up Ball & Pad Strips
Strips are modular design to fit
virtually any existing roller
conveyor
Cost effective assembly line
solutions that have no pinch
points. A conveyor work station
organiser can provide all the
needed support tools, hardware
and lighting required on an
assembly line.

Pop-up Ball Insert Surfaces

Pop-up Ball Transfer Strips
Inexpensive, cost effective conveyor transfer solutions
Pop-up ball transfer strips
have no pinch points and
fit virtually any powered or
non-powered roller conveyors.
Minimal effort transfers off
conveyors onto other
conveyors, benches,
carts etc. 
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Pop-up Ball Retro-Fit Kits
Convert your existing work benches into ergonomic workstations
Simple 2 step installation:
1. Bore & recess holes in surface
2. Slip the pop-up balls in the holes
3. Attach a prep assembled manifold 
underneath the surface

Balls and pads below rollers

Balls raise above rollers

Pads raise above balls

Conveyor
workstation
organiser

Insert surfaces fit virtually 
any existing roller conveyor
Easy drop in installation:
1. Remove a series of rollers the 

length of the insert surface.
2. Insert the surface.
3. Pop rivet in place.
Insert surfaces fit virtually all powered and non-
powered roller conveyors.

Code CPPD1
Pop-up pads

Accessories:
Code CF1 fixed ball (not pop up)
Code CFRL filter/regulator/lubricator
Code CCH1 hand valve
Code CF1 foot valve

Code CPBT1
Pop-up balls
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